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excitement in the Bombay City and its neighbourhood and that the Police could not
deal effectively with it under the existing law, since the offence of criminal
intimidation was not cognisable. It was necessary that the powers of the Police
should be increased in times of emergency in those areas. The Bill therefore
provided that the offence of intimidation would at such times be made cognisable
by notification which could be cancelled when the emergency had passed away,
Mr. Hotson assured the House that the measure was not being
introduced in the interest of capitalism or any particular class or least of all to
assist the Mill-owners against their workmen. Government were assured that the
principles whereon the Bill was based was entirely in accord with the policy of
fair-play and no favour and, if it became law, it would tend to protect the trufe
interests of the public, including workmen themselves. It was not proposed that
the Bill should be continuously in force. In ordinary times, it would be
inoperative and criminal intimidation would remain a non-cognisable offence. Only
in times of emergency would it be made operative by a Gazette notification stating
the reasons for declaring that an emergency existed. The measure would apply
to Bombay and suburbs. Government would not resort to it unless they were
convinced that public peace and freedom of the people were gravely endangered
by a violent and persistent campaign of intimidation.
The Home Member proceeded to cite figures to show that intimidation was
becoming more and more frequent in the last few weeks. He said that two-third
of the mill-hands of Bombay were actually at work and many of the remaining
one-third left for homes so that only a comparatively small proportion of workers
now in Bombay were still on strike. Is it not clearly necessary, he asked, that a
determined few should not be allowed to deprive the remainder of freedom of
action ?
Mr. NARIMAN, who led the opposition, said that he agreed with the mover on
tbe democratic principle that the individual right of freedom of the workers should
not be molested and the speaker would like to exchange seats with the mover
so tfcat the latter may become the leader   of  the   Swaraj  Party  (Laughter}.
It was p-erfeaps the first time that   emergency   measures had been introduced
and tfce necessity for it reflected discredit   on the administration.    In financial
matters Government had bungled and even in  their pet subjects  like ;law and
orte-, the necessity for the Bill proved that the sooner they gave place to better
adimaistration the better*   The speaker observed that industry and unrest were not
peculiar to Bombay but was a world phase and even in Britain  there were cases
of tioknce and derailment of trains.   He could not understand the necessity for
tli« measure  in ^Bombay alone because   the   authorities   could   not cope with
tfef? situation while there were strikes   in   Calcutta and  Jamshedpur.   Granting
tfeat terrorism existed, legislation would not gain the object but would worsen the
atoalkm.   The  provisions  under   the   existing law,   the   Police   Act,  Criminal
^W^re and Peaal Codes, were, in the speaker's opinion, sufficient to effectively
deal with *ae situation and even offences of assault, criminal force and the worst
tgptt of extortion were non-cognizable.   When the Bill was passed into law, it could
not be said ttiaut would affect a particular area.   The speaker pleaded for unifor
—*? of law in the land to be observed.
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Concluding, Mr. Nariman said that there  was a lurking suspicion already in
WMS^of laboar that there  was   an   alliance   between   the   Government
ts aad they ( Labour) were not getting protection.   The speaker did
\ patch-work legislation but agreed with the  Governor of Bombay
&.   u ^^ *n good-will between Capital and Labour.
mx* ttMntfeoy Laljee, supporting, said that the Mill-owners were losing fifty
par ttoatii aim null-hands were starving because of Intimidation not to join
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congratulated the mover and said that mofussil cotton
coathsaaace of strikes.
agreed m principle with the right for freedom of
strengthen tfce naads of capitalists and any amount

